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Technical Overview

The new Pin Constraints feature introduced in software version 1.6.0.0 
improves test efficiency for interconnect, buswire and resistor pull-up/
pull-down tests.



Introduction

Improve efficiency with the x1149 pin constraints feature 
This document describes how the x1149 Pin Constraints feature introduced in software version 
1.6.0.0 can improve boundary scan test coverage as well as be applied as a tool for boundary scan 
debugging.
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Figure 1. Test/Hold High/Hold Low in interconnect test

Boundary scan testing is commonly used for testing on interconnect nodes between 
two bidirectional boundary scan cells. When setting up the test for interconnect nodes, 
the x1149 application will automatically assign a designated driver (from one of the two 
bidirectional boundary scan cells) for that interconnect node and the other bidirectional 
boundary scan cell as a receiver.

In Figure 1, both U5.72 and U5.73 are bidirectional boundary scan cells and node CH17 
is the interconnect node between them. The Frame Debugger window shows that the 
software has assigned U5.73 as the designated driver and U5.72 as the receiver. U5.73 
will be receiving as well since it is a bidirectional boundary scan cell. 

Software version 1.5.0 and below
One of the current features on the x1149 application (software version 1.5.0 and below) is 
the means to edit the test at the node level. Nodes can be set to Test, Hold High or Hold 
Low by selecting the Action required. The software will then drive the selected Action for 
the node throughout the test. Thus, if there is a receiving cell associated to the node, the 
expected result of the test will reflect the Action selected.
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Challenges

Inaccurate BDSL file
An error on the designated driver can result in a failed test. This can occur if the BSDL 
file wrongly declares an input-only boundary scan cell as a bidirectional boundary scan 
cell. When this happens, the designated driver will not be able to send the output test 
pattern, and the receiving end will not be getting the expected values; resulting in a 
failure for that interconnect node. 

That failed interconnect node will be commented, leading to test coverage loss.

FPGA chipset
Modified pin configurations in FPGA chipsets may also present a challenge for boundary 
scan testing. During programming, pin configurations can be modified on FPGA 
chipsets, altering the boundary scan cell configuration (from bidirectional cell to either 
output-only/input-only cell). Typically, only the pre-configuration BSDL file is available to 
the end-user. Thus, testing conducted without an accurate post-configuration BSDL file 
may result in failing nodes, since the assigned pins would be either be unable to drive or 
receive. Once again, the node is commented, leading to test coverage loss. 

The conventional method to resolve the above-mentioned challenges is to manually 
edit the BSDL file by changing the boundary scan cell from bidirectional to output-only/
input-only, regenerate the boundary scan test, run the test and verify if the pin is 
behaving per the changes made. This is a tedious and time-consuming process which 
may take up to several iterations before verification is completed. It will also require 
an engineer with sufficient knowledge on BSDL file syntax to make the changes. This 
process of verifying may also be prone to error. 
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Solution

The x1149 Pin Constraints feature is introduced to resolve the above-mentioned 
challenges, providing quick and easy access for modifying configurations down to the 
pin level. With the Pin Constraints feature, the x1149 software can modify the test code 
on the fly without the need to manually edit the BSDL file. It allows users to remove the 
driver or receiver of a pin, the software will then modify the test code so that the pin no 
longer drives or receives to/from that node. This can be achieved simply with just a few 
mouse clicks in the x1149 application, as shown below.

Applying pin constraints to an interconnect test

Figure 2. Typical interconnect node between 2 bidirectional boundary scan cells

In the application screen shown in Figure 7, both U5.72 and U5.73 are bidirectional 
boundary scan cells and node CH17 is the interconnect node between them.

The Frame Debugger window/application indicates that the software has assigned U5.73 
as the designated driver and U5.72 as the receiver. In this case, U5.73 will be receiving as 
well since it is a bidirectional boundary scan cell.

Now, if U5.73 has a problem driving node CH17, then U5.72 will not receive the expected 
values, resulting in a test failure. 

The problem can be resolved quickly with the Pin Constraints feature. Users can remove 
the driver from U5.73 and the software will then automatically assign U5.72 as the 
designated driver for node CH17, as described in the following steps.

By performing a right-mouse click on node CH17 under Node List, a pop-up menu will 
appear with the options Set Pin Constraints and Clear Pin Constraints (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Set/Clear Pin Constraints menu.

By selecting Set Pin Constraints, the window shown in Figure 4 will appear. Four Action 
options are available: None, Remove Receive, Remove Drive and Remove Both. Other 
fields of interest are Pin, BSDL Pin Type and Action. 

Figure 4. Actions in Pin Constraints.

The chart in Figure 5 provides the matrix of BDSL Pin Type and Pin Constraints Actions 
available. Since U5.73 is a bidirectional scan cell, all four Action options can be applied.

BSDL pin type None Remove receive Remove drive Remove both

Bidir No change Becomes output only. Become input only Not driving and receiver 
removed, not checking for result

Output No change Not valid Not driving Not valid

Input No change Receiver removed, 
not checking for result

Not valid Not valid

Figure 5. Matrix of BSDL Pin Type and Pin Constraints actions.
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Figure 6. Example of Remove Drive in an interconnect test.

The Remove Drive action is set for U5.73. In Frame Debugger window, notice that the 
software has modified the test code on the fly and assigned U5.72 as the driver for node 
CH17. 

Under the Node List for node CH17, take note that the information under the Pins 
column appears in bold font after the selected action has taken place, indicating that Pin 
Constraints has been set (see Figure 6). 

Invalid test setup
Checks have been implemented in the software to prevent invalid test situations such as 
the removal of all drivers. 

Under the same scenario, the Remove Drive Action is set for U5.73 and action Remove 
Receive is set for U5.72. 

In Frame Debugger window, the software has assigned U5.72 as the driver for node 
CH17 and the receiving on U5.72 is removed. Thus, receiving and checking for result is 
only performed on U5.73 (see Figure 7).

Figure 7. Example of Remove Drive and Remove Receive in an interconnect test.
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The pin constraint setup results in an error (see Figure 8). The software recognizes 
that to test an interconnect node, there must be at least one driver that drives the test 
pattern. When all drivers are removed for a test, the software will error out and will not 
continue until the test setting is valid.

Figure 8. Error shown when minimum driver requirement for interconnect test is not satisfied.

Buswire tests
The objective of a buswire test is to check for open faults on bussed nodes and test the 
operation of all drivers. At least 2 drivers are required to constitute a bussed node. 

In the buswire test example below, 2 drivers exist in bussed node CH91_NU1_5. When 
the Remove Drive Action was set, leaving only 1 driver, an error message was triggered, 
since a minimum of 2 drivers are required to constitute a valid buswire test. 

Figure 9. Error triggered when the minimum number of required drivers for a buswire test is not satisfied.
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Figure 10. Error triggered when the minimum receiver requirement for PUPD test is not satisfied

The objective of a resistor pull-up/pull-down (PUPD) test is to check for open and short 
faults on resistors (that are pulled up or down to fixed nodes) connected to boundary 
scan devices in the chain. The PUPD test is valid for pins with either bidirectional or input 
boundary scan cells.

The primary idea is to make use of the boundary scan receiver cell to read back the 
resistor’s expected pull high or low state.

For a bidirectional boundary scan cell, the software will first drive a state opposite of 
the expected pull high or low state (meaning drive 1 for pull low and drive 0 for pull high) 
and read back on the receiver cell. This is to ensure that there are no short faults across 
the resistor which will prevent the correct (opposite) state to be read back. Next, the 
software will disable the driver and read back the resistor’s default expected pull high or 
low state and thus, achieving both open and shorts coverage on these PUPD resistors.

Since the PUPD test makes use of the boundary scan receiver cell, applying the Remove 
Receive Action on the pin will result in an error. 
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Summary

The Pin Constraints feature can be applied to the following tests:

1. Interconnect
2. Interconnect Dot6
3. Buswire
4. Buswire Dot6
5. Shorted cap Dot6
6. Resistor

In buswire and buswire Dot6 tests, at least 2 drivers must be available for each bussed 
node. Error messages will be triggered if minimum drivers are not met.

Similarly, in resistor pull-up/pull-down (PUPD) tests, at least 1 receiver must be available 
for the node. Otherwise, error messages will be triggered if the minimum requirements 
are not met.

Benefits

The Pin Constraints feature can be applied with a few mouse clicks, completed in a 
matter of seconds and perform debugging on the fly. The feature eliminates manual 
BSDL file editing and test regeneration, which is prone to error, and requires additional 
skill sets and longer testing times. The Pin Contraints feature reduces debbugging time 
and errors.

With the conventional pin configuration method, users may have to keep several copies 
of BSDL files for different pin settings especially during the verification stage, which can 
be confusing as the number of copies become larger.

With the Pin Constraints feature, the original BSDL file remains unchanged when users 
apply the Pin Constraints settings. After verifying the correct behavior of the pins using 
Pin Constraints, users can then choose to modify the BSDL file once and subsequently 
regenerate the test.

Conclusion

The Pin Constraints feature provides a fast and easy way to modify pin configurations. 
Users can remove drivers or receivers to modify bidirectional boundary scan cells into 
input-only and output-only scan cells. This efficient tool saves time especially during the 
verification stage of testing.

This feature also helps improve test coverage by preventing mismatch behavior of 
boundary scan cells as described in this paper. 

In conjunction with the release of the Pin Constraints feature, the enhanced x1149 
application (version 1.6.0) generates an updated test coverage report. This valuable 
report incorporates the improved accuracy of the Pin Constraints feature, so users can 
be confident they are obtaining genuine test coverage results based on the test being 
run.
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